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Customer Reviews
I purchased this work book to be an extra tool that goes along with the text book and was sorely disappointed. This book did not come with an audio cd. Starting at page LP.13 the questions ask you to listen and repeat. However there is nothing to listen to. There was not any cd with the text book either so I am extremely frustrated. Update. I called Mcgraw Hill just to verify that no audio cd came with the book and how I would go about getting the audio cd. Well, a very nice lady, Emily, informed me that Mcgraw Hill did not include the audio cd with the book, but I could purchase the cd directly from them. She then told me that the price of the cd was $527.16. I then decline the offer to purchase the cd. This is the very reason why I detest this book publisher. They do these same type of practices with college students. Why sell an audio workbook without a cd, and why make the cd so expensive? If I had known before, I would not have purchased the workbook. College students get the worse of it because they have to purchase expensive books and online learning centers that accompany the book but do not help with the subject matter, since they only answer the easy questions, but never the more involved questions that need multiple steps, and the student are forces out of hundreds of dollars for math and science classes because the professors insist on using these online centers for homework. ISBN 13: 9780078889363 for the people who want to purchase this.:
I bought this to aid my son in his high school Spanish course. It goes well with the textbook, and gives him extra review. I think it will be very helpful to him when review for midterms and finals come around.

Received book, but no cd. False advertising.

Delivered in a timely manner and as it was described.
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